
Connection  
[1] How do you deal with the space in your home: Clutter everywhere? 

Little piles of projects? Everything in its place? Immaculate! Just don’t 
look in my closet? 

 

 
Application 

When it comes to our families, Pastor Rich taught there are seven spaces 
that may need renovation in order to build our family relationships            
according to God’s design. 

 
[2] Grace. Why should grace be the first space to look at for potential       

renovation?  
 
 
 
 
[3] Wisdom. Pastor Rich illustrated his point on renovating the  
      wisdom space by using a “wisdom journal”—how might using this         
      help you lead your family with Biblical wisdom? 
  
 
 
 
[4] Calmness/Peacefulness. What is the connection between calmness and  
      peacefulness? How do we obtain these so they can manifest in our     
      homes?  
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[5] Easiness. Easiness comes from putting your family burdens on  
      God’s shoulders and by having realistic expectations of     
      other family members. Where do you see yourself as needing to  
      “take it easy”? 
 
 
 
 
[6] Fun! Healthy families play together in ways everyone feels valued.  
      On a scale of 1 to 10 how would you rate your family’s fun factor? What  
      needs to happen to increase your family fun factor by three points? 
 
 
 
 
[7] Inclusiveness. Does everyone in your family feel included? If not what  
      needs to change? How can you extend your family inclusiveness to those  
      outside your immediate family? 
 
 
 
 
[8] Realness. Being able to share your thoughts, feelings, and opinions       

without shame or ridicule is essential to healthy families. How can you         
       encourage healthy sharing of thoughts and feelings in your family? 
 
 
 
 

Taking It Home 
As you evaluate the seven spaces in relation to your home, which ones        
appear to be strengths and which of the seven spaces appear to be growth 
areas? Celebrate your strengths as a family and then for each growth area 
write down one thing you can do to improve this space in your home. Taking 
one space at a time (never try too many changes at once) spend one month 
implementing your plan until it becomes a “part” of your family. Each week, 
evaluate how you are doing and make modifications as necessary. 
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